The Drunk History Minutes!!!
November 3, 2010

Link:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6V_DsL1x1uY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bqzUI1ihfpk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jL68NyCSi8o

Announcements:

1. Minutes are up on the website! Now you can read all of my brilliant musings whenever you want! Go to martel.rice.edu!
2. Servery is closed tomorrow for a picnic. Horrible idea. Just horrible.
3. Thanks to Brian and Elena for setting off the alarm this morning. What a pleasant surprise! Next Wednesday we will be having a fire drill. There will be pizza, snacks, and fun in the commons.
4. Jordan has a really good idea of doing apartment rental for students who are staying here to rent the apartments of OC students who are going home. If you want to contact her for her other services, namely prostitution, the email is the same.
5. Mary is going on the Out of the Darkness walk this Saturday at 10 am. E-mail her if you want to join. This will follow the Into the Darkness walk, also known as drinking profusely, will take place the night before.
6. Senior bingo is cancelled. Get over it.
7. Fall musical, Wild Party in the Duncan commons at 8pm. Alternatively, you can join me for a wild party in Fondren! Whaddup!
8. EMS Updates
   a. People are being abandoned in fields (that’s not even a joke)
   b. Also, people are calling RUPD and then leaving their friends
   c. Do not induce vomming when you’re drunk
   d. If they cant tell you where they are or who they are, they cant walk straight, they can’t stop vomming, or they’re rolling around naked in their own vom, call EMS
   e. Register your stop on a crawl with Jake Keller, the friendly troll
9. Tomorrow morning anyone can go get Harry Potter tickets. Also, they are checking Rice IDs at the door, but that doesn’t mean you cant still sell them to non-Rice students and claim ignorance
10. Faculty associates will be at lunch next Friday. So wear your NOD costume to lunch on Friday! PAA advising meeting at 4pm on the day of registration.
11. SA Announcements
   a. There are six million leftover dollars from the sale of KTRU. Who should be on the committee? I’m gonna be honest, I didn't really catch what anyone said… something about wanting the students on the committee to actually being good? Umm… duh.
   b. Activity called “It’s Not Too Late To Get A Date” to do speed dating. Suggestions to make it better? Alcohol!
c. On Friday at 4 in McMurtry commons there is a billionaire venture capitalist speaking and it would be interesting and you should go. He was an engineer. Looks like I know where to start with my MRS degree.

d. Bike rep and renting program. If Martel wants to do this, we need to appropriate 50 dollars and the college coordinator needs to agree (wow that is not gonna happen)

12. Basketball season! Katie knows more about Rice sports than Theodore. Tomorrow is the basketball season kickoff and when you can sign up for Autry Army, our cheering section. It’s kinda legit? Teddy rambles on for like five more minutes… shutup Teddy.

13. Who likes money? Rice Centennial Ambassador Program, I already sent out an announcement about it, so if you want the details look there, this guy is talking too fast… and he’s from Baker…

14. Yianni wants to play his music. DENIED. Joey gets to play his music on Friday… I’m transferring colleges.

Members in Attendance:

Kevin “Mentally Ill” Tran
Geoff “Proxy-licious” Alex
Emma “Bully” Campbell
Amy “Challah” Altchuler
Toni “Lobster from the Little Mermaid” Sebastian
Amy “Cracked out raccoon” Buxbaum
Katie “Maria’s Champion” Ortbahn
Aryan “Playa hata” Sameri
J. Daniel “Pin in a Hay Stack” Hays
Kara “Martel’s Negative Nancy” Calhoun
Fahad “Doesn't deserve a nickname” Punjwani
Mary “Too good for a nickname” Allen
Jordan “Doesn't need surgery” Schermerhorn
Tommy “Tommy Pickles” Nguyen
Doug “Doug Sucks” Chen
Meghan “Blame Canada” Nenniger
Yianni “Teddy’s bitch” Georgeton
Kaio “Brazilian wax” Ferreira
Teddy “Grow a dick prease” Grodek
Jake “Simple Jake” Keller
Savannah “Bike” Ritter
Jessi “Love of my life” Litman
Mika “Lollipop” Tabata
Oanh “Asian Persuasion” Truong
Denis “Wannabe Justin Beiber / Porn Star” Leahy
Izzy “Prefers yeast to Parliament” Spanswick